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IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE, UDALGURI, ASSAM 

 

Present    :  Sri A.K.Borah, 

        Sessions Judge,  

    Udalguri, Assam.  

 

Reference    : Sessions Case No.77(U) 15  

Complainant             :  State 

          Vs 

Accused     :  Dhana Gour 

  

  Charge : U/S 302 IPC 

 

Dates of hearing  : 10.7.15, 28.8.15, 9.9.15, 10.9.15.  

Date of Judgment   : 10.9.2015. 

For the State   : Mr. B.Das, Public Prosecutor. 

For the accused                    : Mr. P.Baskey, Advocate. 

 

J U D G M E N T 

 

1.  In this case accused Sri Dhana Gour is put for trial for allegation of 

charge U/S 302 of IPC.  

2. The fact leading to institution of this case, according to FIR, in brief, is 

that at about 11 PM of 17.11.14 the accused tortured his own wife to death by 

severely assaulted her.  Hence this prosecution case.  

3. The ejahar was lodged by Sri Ojarsai Gour on 19.11.14 before the O/C, 

Mazbat P.S. On receipt of the ejahar, the O/C, Mazbat P.S. registered the case 

vide Mazbat P.S. case No.64/14 U/S 302 IPC. After completion of usual 

investigation the O/C, Mazbat P.S. sent up the case for trial against the 

accused person U/S 302 IPC.  On being appeared accused before the court 

after commitment of the record and after hearing both parties charge framed 
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U/S 302  IPC. Particulars of the charge are read over and explained to the 

accused, to which he pleaded not guilty and claims to stand trial.   

4.  To substantiate the case, prosecution examined as many as seven 

numbers of witnesses, which includes the complainant, doctor and other most 

material witness. After completion of prosecution evidence accused was 

examined U/S 313 Cr.P.C. All the allegations made against the accused and 

evidence appears against the accused is put before him for his explanation, 

where he denied  the evidence and allegation and declined to give defence 

evidence.  

5.  I have also heard argument put forward by the ld. Counsel for both 

parties.  

 

 

   POINT FOR DETERMINATION   

 

6. The point for decision in this case is that on or about the 17.11.14 at 

about 11 PM under Mazbat P.S., caused death to Fuleswari Gour, by 

intentionally causing her death?  

 

 

DECISIONS, DISCUSONS AND REASONS FOR DECISION 

 

7. To arrive at a judicial decision, let me appreciate the evidence on 

record. 

8.  PW.1, Dr. Shymal Basumatary stated that on 18.11.14, while he was 

working as M & H.O.1 at Udalguri Civil Hospital, he has performed post-

mortem upon the dead body of Fuleswari Gaur, female, 35 years, Adibasi in 

reference to Mazbat P.S. GDE No.278 dated 18.11.14. The dead body was 

identified by UBC/349 Unish Ali, Pholsing Gaur and Biren Gaur. On 

examination, he found the following:- 

EXTRANAL APPEARANCE:-   

Built average, colour- fair, hair-black and long, height- 5 feet( 

Approximate), dress- Blue blouse and white peticot, rigor-mortis present.  
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Wounds position and character:- Swelling at ( 4 x 4 cm) both temporal 

region and sides and swelling  over mid portion of chest ( 10 cm breadth and 

10 cm length).  

Bruise position, size and nature:- (1) Bruise both temporal region 4 x 4 cm 

(length and breadth). 

(2) Bruise mid portion of chest ( 10 cm breadth and 10 cm length).  

 

CRANIUM AND SPINAL CANAL:-   

 

Scalp, Skull- normal, Membrane, Brain, Liver, Kidneys, Bladder, Organs of 

generation- all are normal.  

THORAX:-  

Walls ribs and cartilages-  Fracture rib and sternum at mid portion of chest  

and medial aspect of chest. 

Pleurae, Laryax and trachea, lungs, Vessels- rupture. Heart- rupture at 

upper portion. 

ABDOMEN:- 

Walls, Peritoneum, Mouth, pharynx, oesophagus, Stomach and its contents, 

Small intestine and its contents, Large intestine and its contents- all are 

normal. 

Injury:- Traumatic chest injury. 

Fracture:- Fracture rib and sternum at mid portion of chest  and medial 

aspect of chest. 

More details description:-   

Traumatic injury ruptureing in swelling and bruise over both temporal 

region  and mid part of chest with fracture of rib and sternum, rupture of 

pleura, pericardium and heart.  

 

 The doctor opined that death is due to Traumatic injury leading to 

haemorrhagic shock and death occurred 18-18 hours before P.M. examination. 

Ext.1 is his post-mortem report and Ext.1(1) is his signature.  

9. PW.2, Smti. Mangali Gour, the mother of the accused stated that  the 

incident took place on or about 6 months ago. Deceased is her daughter-in-

law. The accused resides alongwith his family at a house situated at a distance 
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of 1 ½ KM from her home. She has not seen the incident. In the next day of 

the incident she was informed by neighbour of the accused that her daughter-

in-law was died. She immediately rushed to the house of his son. She saw her 

daughter-in-law was lying at the Varanda but she has not seen any injury upon 

her body. She was reported by a little boy, i.e. the son of Dhiren Gour that in 

the last night accused and his wife took quarrel with them. Her statement was 

recorded by police.  

 In cross-examination she admitted that she has not noticed any injury 

or mark upon the body of her daughter-in-law. Her daughter-in-law consumed 

liquor heavily. Her daughter-in-law used to do work in the house of different 

Mahajan where Mahajan were provided her liquor for consumption.  

 

10. PW.3, Ratan Lal Gour, who is VDP secretary of Hatimura village stated 

that the incident took place on or about 6 months ago. He knows the 

deceased. In the next morning of the day of incident he heard from villagers 

that accused killed his wife.  Mangal Gour also stated so. He saw dead body 

lying in the place of occurrence. He being VDP secretary informed the matter 

to police. While he visited in the house of deceased accused Dhanai fled away 

from their home. But the villagers caught Dhanai and handed him over to 

police station. He put signature in the inquest report while the ld. Magistrate 

conducted inquest upon the dead body. Ext.2 is the inquest report. Ext.2(1) is 

his signature.  

 In the cross-examination he admitted that he is not aware who has 

killed the deceased and how the deceased was died. 

11. PW.4 Sunil Ekka stated that while he was young accused married 

Fuleswari. The incident took place on 5/6 months ago. On the night of the day 

of incident he was reported by one Sundarsai Gour that accused assaulted 

severely his wife. In the next morning while he visited the place of occurrence 

he saw the wife of the accused was lying dead. According to him, accused is a 

heavy drinker. Even if he has no money for purchasing rice etc. but he always 

drinks liquor. Being accused belong to their same revenue village he knows 

that accused in earlier occasion also tortured his wife by assaulting etc. while 

they visited the house of accused, accused was absent. He is also a vice-
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president of Adibashi Student Union. Accordingly he reported the matter to the 

VDP secretary of the village of accused.  

 In the cross-examination he admitted that he has not stated to police 

(1) that on the night of the incident he was reported by one Sundarsaid Gour 

that Dhanai assaulted severely to his wife, (2) even if accused has no money 

for purchasing rice etc. but he always drinks liquor and tortured his wife by 

assaulting etc.  

12. PW.5, Sundarsai Gour, who is president of Adibashi Student Union, 

Udalguri stated before the court that on 5/6 months ago. He is not known 

anything about the incident on the said night. He has not seen the incident. He 

came to know about the incident only at 10 0’clock of the morning on the next 

day of incident  when police and administrative personnel visited the place of 

occurrence. He has not informed to any body over phone about the said 

incident on the night. 

13. PW.6, Bhushan Ch. Nath, the I.O. stated that  17.11.14  he was posted 

as a SI of police at Mazbat P.S. he was entrusted by the then O/C of Mazbat 

P.S. to investigate the case upon the ejahar filed by the complainant. In the 

ejahar the complainant put thumb impression. Ext.3 is the said ejahar. Ext.3(1) 

is the signature of the then O/C, Dipak Das alongwith registration note. He 

knows his signature on communication. He visited the place of occurrence, 

prepared sketch map (Ext.4), Ext.4 (1) is his signature. He recorded the 

statement of witnesses, he arranged to conduct inquest upon the dead body. 

Then  collected the post-mortem report of the deceased. After completion of 

investigation he filed charge-sheet against the accused U/S 302 IPC. Ext.5 is 

the charge-sheet. Ext.5(1) is his signature. He stated that in the statement of 

accused, accused confessed that in the said night after consuming liquor while 

his wife alongwith his children were sleep accused initially blow his wife then 

assaulted by lathi and then he fled away. Ext.6 is the statement of accused. 

Ext.6(1) is his signature. He made no prayer to the Magistrate for recording 

confessional statement U/S 164 Cr.P.C.   

 In cross-examination he admitted that though the incident was taken 

place on 17.11.14 but the ejahar was filed on 19.11.14. The ejahar is silent as 

to any explanation for lodging the same in late. He visited the place of 

occurrence on 18.11.14. Upon the GD entry made by O/C of Mazbat P.S. He 
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has not submitted any extract copy of GD entry but there is a reference of said 

GD entry in the case diary. He further admitted that he has not recorded the 

statement of neighbour of the accused Biren Gour and Nakul Gour as he could 

not found them at the time of investigation. But that has not been mentioned 

in the case diary. He has also not examined the women of the neighbours as 

they did not come forward to give statement. But that has also not been stated 

in the case diary. The sketch map is silent as to the exact place where he 

found the dead body. Though he prepared sketch map on 18.11.14 but in 

sketch map he has shown that he prepared sketch map on 22.11.14. However 

in case diary it is stated that sketch map was prepared on 18.11.14. He has 

not obtained any signature from the statement of accused. Neither he recorded 

the statement of accused in presence of any witness. Ext.2, the inquest report 

is a carbon copy. But the signature of Magistrate is certified. The original 

inquest report was kept in the civil hospital at the time of performing post-

mortem of the dead body.  

14. PW.7, Sri Ujarsai Gour, the complainant stated that accused is his son-

in-law. He had not seen the incident. In the incident his daughter was died at 

night. He saw many injuries on the body of her daughter. He went to the 

house of accused after the death of his daughter. He saw many injury upon 

the dead body of the deceased. He has not been informed anything by his 

grand son and grand daughter. According to him there is no any quarrel took 

place in between the accused and deceased. As the local public stated that it is 

the accused who killed his daughter so, he suspected accused in killing his 

daughter.  

 In cross-examination he admitted that his elder grand son was attained 

10 years at the time of incident. His grand son resides with his daughter. He 

also admitted that he does not know the contention of the ejahar. He again 

admitted that according to him his daughter had no any bad relation or quarrel 

with the accused. He admitted it is a fact that the deceased heavily consumed 

alcohol. 

15. These much is the evidence of the prosecution.  

16. Defence plea is total denial while his statement was recorded U/S 313 

Cr.P.C. 
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17. I have also heard argument put forwarded by ld. Counsel for both 

parties.  

18. Ld. counsel for accused submitted that there is no any eye witness 

neither any circumstantial evidence to show that accused assaulted the 

deceased by means of any instrument ultimately caused her death. Though 

PW.6, the I.O. has stated that firstly, accused plead guilty by stating how and 

what manner he killed his wife, but I.O. failed to obtain the signature of 

accused in statement. Secondly, the I.O. has not recorded the statement of 

accused in presence of any witness. Thirdly, even if accused really pleads guilty 

at the time of recording his statement but I.O. failed to take any step to record 

the confessional statement of accused U/S 164 Cr.P.C. through the Magistrate. 

According to Section 25 of Evidence Act the confession made before the police 

cannot be admissible. Under such circumstances, only the with said statement 

of accused, the accused cannot be convicted as the same is not admissible as 

evidence. Hence accused is entitled on the benefit of doubt.  

19. On the other hand, ld. P.P. submitted that accused is required to be 

convicted under the charged section as prosecution has ably proved the case 

beyond any reasonable doubt. 

20.  Keeping in view the rival submissions submitted by ld. respective 

counsels, I am going to dispose the case as follows.  

21.  According to FIR in the night of about 11 PM of 17.11.14 accused killed 

his own wife by torturing her by various means. In fact the complainant is 

neither an eye witness nor deceased made any dying declaration before him. 

PW. 7 while examined in court stated that in the incident his daughter was 

died. On being come to know about the incident he visited the house of 

deceased and had seen many injuries upon the deceased. He has not been 

informed anything by his grand son and grand daughter. He further stated that 

according to him there is no any quarrel took place in between the accused 

and deceased. As the villagers stated that his son-in-law killed his daughter so, 

he suspected accused. In cross-examination he admitted that his elder grand 

son was about 10 years old at the time of incident. His grand son resides with 

his daughter. He admitted it is a fact that the deceased heavily consumed 

alcohol. The complainant only suspect accused as the villagers told him that it 

is the accused who killed the deceased. According to informant his elder grand 
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son attained about 10 years at the relevant time and who has resides with his 

daughter. But none of the grand son or daughter has reported him about the 

incident. It is a fact that I.O. has not recorded the statement of any of the 

grand son. Had I.O. been examined any of the grand son or daughter who 

resides with his daughter at the relevant time could have reveal something 

about the actual incident how the deceased was died. Non-examination of any 

of the grand son is fatal to the prosecution case.  

22. It has been held in Chouhan Vs. State of Hariyana reported in AIR 2001 

SC 1380 that – 

“Although there were material witnesses available to corroborate, their non 

examination or withholding their evidence was a serious lacuna in the 

prosecution case.  Non-examination of another eye witness Sumer whose 

name was mentioned in the FIR and who has witness the occurrence according 

to PW.7, was also fatal.” 

23. Here in the present case as stated above according to cross-

examination of PW.7, the complainant at the relevant time deceased’s elder 

son attain the age of 10 years and who was staying with the deceased. No 

doubt there is no any evidence that other grand son and daughter were 

resides with the deceased. But it is clear that at the relevant time the ten years 

old grand son of deceased was lived with the deceased. Non-examination of 

said 10 years old grand son is in fact fatal to this prosecution case. 

24.  Here in the present case according to I.O., PW.6 during investigation 

he recorded the statement of accused who stated that at the relevant time the 

deceased was sleep with the accused alongwith her children after consuming 

liquor followed by a quarrel.  Then accused assaulted his wife initially with fist 

and blow and ultimately assaulted his wife with a lathi while his wife was in 

sleep. Then he fled away. Ext.6 is the statement of accused. Ext.6(1) is his 

signature. But the question come whether only with the said statement of 

accused, accused can be convicted. 

25. Here in the present case the statement of the accused was recorded by 

I.O. in the police station. The statement was recorded not in the presence of 

any independent witness. Neither the I.O. obtained the signature of accused 

after recording his statement.  
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26. According to Section 25 of Evidence Act-“No confession made to a 

police officer shall be proved as against a person accused of any offence.”  

27. It has been held in Kamal Kishore Vs. State (Delhi Administration), 

(1997) 2 Crimes 169 (DEL) that – 

“The confession made while in custody is not to be proved against the accused 

as the proviso to S.25 and 26 of the Evidence Act does not permit it unless it is 

made before a Magistrate.” 

28. That apart according to S.26 of Evidence Act-“ No confession made by 

any person whilist who is in custody of the police officer unless it be made with 

the immediate presence of Magistrate, shall be proved against such person.  

 Explanation- in this Section “Magistrate” does not include the head of a 

village discharging magisterial function in the presidency of Fort ST. George or 

elsewhere, unless such headman in a magistrate exercising the power of 

magistrate under the code of Cr.P.C. 

29. Here in the present case the confession as stated by I.O. made before 

him while the accused is in their custody cannot be used as an evidence 

against the accused since I.O. himself admitted that he has failed to arrange 

sent the victim for recording confessional statement before the magistrate U/S 

164 Cr.P.C. As such, the aforesaid statement made in the form of confession 

cannot be used against the accused for convicting the accused.  

30. In the instant case, as stated before there is no any direct evidence, 

nor any PW stated that it is he who seen accused in killing of the deceased.  

31. If we think of a circumstance, according to prosecution story accused 

assaulting and killed his wife while his wife was in sleep after quarrel. It is true 

that other than accused his wife deceased and their children none was there in 

the house of the accused. The I.O. has failed to examine the eldest son of the 

deceased. According to FIR after killing the deceased accused fled away. But 

there is no evidence that accused after the incident surrendered before the 

police station. So, there is an apparent missing link in the chain of 

circumstances.  

32. It has been held in State of Tamilnadu Vs. Rajendra, reported in AIR 

199 SC 3535 that – 

“Law is fairly well settled that in a case of circumstantial evidence, the 

cumulative effect of all the circumstances proved, must be such as to negative 
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the innocence of the accused and to bring home the charge beyond reasonable 

doubt. It has been held by a series of decision of this court that the 

circumstances proved must lead to know other inference except that the guilt 

of the accused.” 

33. In the instant case, it appears there is a lack of chain of evidence to 

think that it is none but accused who has killed the deceased.  

34. The another point is to be discussed in the present case is that 

according to informant PW.7, he suspected accused in killing of his daughter 

on the ground that neighbours were stated so. But his statement is silent who 

specifically informed him or in what manner he was informed by the said 

person to confirm the suspect.  

35. The onus of proving  of fact essential to the establishment of charge 

against the accused lies upon the   prosecution, and the evidence must be 

such as to exclude every reasonable doubt about the guilt of the accused. An 

accused cannot be convicted of an offence on the basis of conjecture or 

suspicion.  

 

36. It is settled principle of criminal jurisprudence that, in a criminal trial, 

the prosecution is required to prove the allegations, brought against an 

accused, beyond all reasonable doubt, failure for which the benefit should go 

in favour of the accused.   

37. Here in the present case, none of the witness has stated any or even 

bleak evidence against the accused to implicate him in the offence as charged.  

38. To prove the charge U/S 302 IPC, prosecution must prove that-  

(i) That the death of some human being was caused; 

(ii) That such death was caused by the accused or was  the consequence  of 

the act of the accused; 

(iii) That the accused did so 

(a) with the intention of causing death, or 

(b) That the accused knew that his act was likely to cause death; or 

(c ) The injury ( inflicted or caused) by the accused was sufficient in the 

ordinary cause of nature to cause death. 

39. Here in the present case, as discussed above prosecution has failed to 

prove any of the aforesaid ingredients in the present case.  
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40. Under such circumstances, accused is entitled to get benefit of doubt as 

prosecution failed to prove any of the charge against the accused beyond any 

reasonable doubt and hence acquitted him and set him at liberty forthwith.  

41. Let the GR case No.1257/14 be sent to the ld. committal court 

alongwith a copy of judgment.  

42. Given under my hand and seal of this court on this the 10th   day of 

September,15 at Udalguri Court. 

 

(A.K.Borah)                                                                                                                                  

Sessions Judge, 

Udalguri, BTAD. 

 

Dictated and corrected by me 

and each page bears by signature. 

 

 

   (A.K.Borah)                                                                                                                                  

Sessions Judge, 

           Udalguri, BTAD. 

 

Transcribed and typed by me:- 

 

(Jitumani Sarma/Steno.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


